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Abstract. The reliability evaluation of an NDT method is linked to the statistical 
analysis of its Probability of Detection (PoD). This estimates the capability of an 
inspection system to detect defects as a function of a relevant parameter (size for 
example). This datum is available within a specific frame of item, defect, inspection 
system and associated specifications. Emergence of new materials, new designs, 
new NDT techniques can require PoD. This one, statistically calculated, is directly 
linked with the number of available data: the reliability of PoD estimation is directly 
proportional to the number of data and the type of distribution. In this context, 
TURBOMECA studies focus on means to overcome this point: use NDT simulation 
(CIVA®) to complete the number of data or finely assess the statistical model in 
order to determine the effect of data reduction.  
 This paper deals with the statistical analysis in order to obtain PoD applied to 
Eddy current inspection. It is performed on a 40.8 mm-diameter bore, drilled in 
samples made of Inconel 718, with a differential rotating probe. Experimental data 
have been obtained from 5 operators on a set of 50 defects. First, the purpose is to 
work directly on the statistical model. Development of it, based on the maximum 
likelihood analysis (Berens – University of Dayton Research Institute – 1989) 
permits to explain each stage of calculation and to understand and analyze the 
impact of data reduction. Secondly, a parametric study of influential parameters (tilt, 
air gap, …) variations and distributions is experimentally performed. Then, they are 
implemented in the simulation and the propagation of their uncertainties in the 
numerical model permits to obtain variability of results. These data could be studied 
alone or combined with experimental results. 

Introduction 

In Non Destructive Evaluation, many parameters can affect final results and can act on the 
decision of the presence or not of heterogeneities in the inspected part. Generally, 
evaluation is based on interpretation of stimuli response. Repeated inspections of a specific 
heterogeneity can provide different stimuli responses due to fine variations in operational 
configuration. This is inherent variability of process. To sum up, in one hand 
heterogeneities with same size can produce different responses due to the variations of 
physical properties of the part, its shape and defect orientation and in the other hand same 
response interpretation can be affected by the kind of control, the human factor, the 
environment … 
The statistical analysis of the Probability of Detection (PoD) is a tool to evaluate the 
reliability of an NDT method. It assesses the capability of an inspection system to detect 
heterogeneities versus their size. This data is valid in an accurate context of part, 
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heterogeneity, inspection system and associated procedures. Evolution of NDT methods 
(new materials, new designs and new techniques) can require PoD calculation. As this is 
statistically calculated, more the data are numerous and well distributed, more the PoD 
estimation is reliable. In this context, the purposed work is oriented on the means to 
overcome this point in assessing the different statistical models in order to study the data 
reduction effect and also in reviewing influent parameters with a numerical approach. 
First, different models used to evaluate the PoD of an Eddy current testing are compared. 
Then the confidence bounds calculation is done with different technics and the results are 
discussed according to the decreasing of number of data. Finally, influent parameters are 
studied in the one hand with three different inspectors and in the other hand with numerical 
data. 

1 Eddy current testing presentation 

The testing presented in this study is used to heterogeneity detection (fatigue cracks, cutting 
tool chock, …) in a 41-mm diameter bore of a turbine disk on Inconel718 (NC19FeNb). 
This inspection is done using Eddy current testing with a rotating differential probe 
connected to a rotor. The calibration procedure, given to each inspector, is defined by: 

- Setup the Eddy current generator in order to display the signal in X(Y) mode 
- Using master specimen (Fig. 1(a)), setup the signal shape and the best signal-to-

noise ratio 
- Setup the signal maximum amplitude on Y axis using phase function and adjust 

this amplitude at 100% of Full Screen Height 
- Add the correction engraved on the master + 6 dB additionally 
- Start inspection using Y(t) representation. 

 

 
(a)  

(b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Representation of the master specimen for the Eddy current calibration procedure and (b) 

representation of the differential probe. 

Eddy current inspections are applied on 5 cylindrical samples (internal diameter 41 mm) on 
Inconel 718 (NC19FeNb). According to real defects observed on previous fatigue test 
samples, a half penny shape open in air defect is defined as artificial one (obtained with 
Electro Discharge Machined –EDM). In order to have dimension range including “non-
detectable defect” on Turbomeca facilities, the following defect dimensions are chosen 

- Length : 0.2 mm to 1.04 mm 
- Depth : 0.1 mm to 0.52 mm (=½ length) 
- Width : 0.08 mm. 
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2 Evaluation of the Probability of Detection 

The evaluation of the Probability of Detection presented in this part is applied to the 
inspection values in Table 1. 

Table 1. Inspection values for the Eddy current testing of cylindrical samples 

 

2.1 Validation of the â vs a model chosen – Thierry 

The model of â vs a is chosen within the following ones: 
- ln���� = �	 + �� ∙ ln��� +  
- ln���� = �	 + �� ∙ � +  
- �� = �	 + �� ∙ ln��� +  
- �� = 	�	 + �� ∙ � +  

In order to check the validity of the model, residuals versus predicted value are plotted: 
residuals shall not depend on the predicted value and they shall fit a normal distribution. 
The choice of the model is performed by maximizing the value of the R square of the 
adjustment. Then residual normality and the form of residuals versus predicted values of 
the model are checked. 

 
Fig. 2: Representation of the different models of â vs a 

modele1 :  Y=aX+b modele3 : Y=a*ln(X)+b

R2 0,878 R2 0,782

pva lue res iduals 0,047 pvalue res iduals 0,022
Normality Normality

modele2 : ln(Y)=aX+b modele4: ln(Y)=a*ln(X)+b

R2 0,917 R2 0,970

pva lue res iduals 0,311 pvalue res iduals 0,973
Normality Normality
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TM 3 Length 
(mm) 

TM 3 Length 
(mm) 

TM 3 Length 
(mm) 

TM 3 

0,21 15 0,426 70 0,651 179 0,855 268 

0,232 15 0,443 85 0,663 225 0,877 357 

0,248 15 0,47 70 0,688 253 0,908 358 

0,273 20 0,484 85 0,707 135 0,918 240 

0,289 25 0,502 90 0,728 239 0,943 357 

0,307 25 0,525 85 0,747 253 0,97 450 

0,322 40 0,54 90 0,773 190 0,99 338 

0,35 40 0,563 151 0,784 239 1,026 568 

0,374 50 0,586 134 0,807 239 1,047 425 

0,392 55 0,61 142 0,827 401  

0,415 65 0,632 201 0,846 268 

Best model : 
•  R2 = 0.97 (biggest R2) 
•  The form of the residuals is 

acceptable  
•  The residuals are distributed in 

accordance to the normal 
distribution  
(pvalue = 0.973 > 0.05 ; test of 
Anderson Darling ) 
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2.2 Estimation of the parameters by maximum likelihood analysis 

The maximum likelihood estimates the parameters by maximizing the likelihood of the 
probability distribution by knowing observations��, … , ��. 
In our case, the model is ln���� = �	 + �� ∙ ln��� +  
with ~��0	; 	��. The parameters �	, 	��	���	� obtained by maximizing the likelihood ���	, 	��	, �	|��, … , ���: 

���	, 	��	, �	|��, … , ��� =� 1�√2 !�"#−12%ln��&� − ��	 + �� ∙ ln��&��� '()�
&*� . 

The advantage of the Maximum likelihood analysis is the possibility to take into account 
the censored values. 

2.3 Probability of Detection curves 

Considering that an heterogeneity is detected when the response ,- exceeds a decision value ,-./012134 conducts to define the Probability of Detection by 567��� = "8�� > ��:;<&=&>�?. 
Considering the relation @���� = A��� +  with @ and A are two increasing functions and  
an error term with ~��0	; 	��, the relation becomes 567��� = "8@���� > @���=;B&C�?																		= "8A��� +  > @���=;B&C�?																		= "8 > @���=;B&C� − A���?																		= 1 − "8 < @���=;B&C� − A���? 
but  follws the normal law E�0, �F� thus 

567��� = 1 − E G@���=;B&C� − A����F H. 
According to relation between ,- and , previously defined, 567��� = E IJKLJMNO	�P�QNO	�P�RSTUVUWX�Y Z. To give a physical means of estimated parameters, 

the following terms are defined 

[̂ = %ln���:;<&=&>�� − �]	�]� ' 	and	�� = ��Y�]�. 
These terms allow to draw the 567��� curves 567��� = E INO�P�Q-̂_- Z. 
3 Confidence bounds on the function of Probability of Detection 

3.1 Methods to determine the confidence bounds 

3.1.1 Wald method 

The confidence bound estimation with Wald method has been presented in [1]. It allows to 
calculate the 95% Wald confidence bounds on �� by: ��`*	.ab = �� + 1.645std���� = �]	 + �]�� + 1.645ivar����	 
with 1.645 = m�0.895�. The Wald method is used analogously to construct confidence 
bounds on the POD(a) curve, using the model parameters, [, � and their covariance. In fact, 
it is necessary to define 	Var�[̂, ��� as a function of Varq�]	, �]�, rs using transformation 
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matrix E = Q�JM t1 0[ �0 −ru 	so its transpose is	Ev = Q�JM w1 [ 00 � −rx	 and finally Var�[̂, ��� =
E′Varq�]	, �]�, rsE. 

 
3.1.2 Bootstrap 

Bootstrap is a re-sampling method used to estimate the distribution of a parameter estimator z{ = |���, … , ��� where ��, … , �� are � observations and | is a function which defines the 
estimator depending on the � observations. 
The bootstrap method is to take } samples from ��, … , �� with replacement (samples of 
size �) and to calculate the } values of z{ with the function |. Thus we obtain an empirical 
distribution of the estimator z{. This distribution is used to determine the confidence bounds 
of the estimator. 
In our case, the function | is the global function which calculates �a	 with the Maximum 
likelihood from a sample of measures (crack size and signal). The methodology has been 
applied with: } = 1000. The value of �a	/ab has been calculated by taken the percentile 
95% the 1000-size sample of �a	. 
 
3.1.3 Likelihood function 

Confidence bounds are explained on the form ���&�, ��P�� in order to have "8��&��ln	���� < 567��� < ��P��ln	����? = 1 − � with � the chosen confidence 
coefficient (in our case 5%). But, to build such confidence interval on the 567��� 
function, it is like build a confidence interval on the parameters [, � that is to say an area �� where "8�[, �� ∈ ��? = 1 − �. So the confidence bounds are obtained  

��P� = Eq�] + �s	and	��&� = Eq�] − �s	with �] = NO	�P�Q-̂_- 	and	� = w ��∙�K I1 + �K∙�{L�M�K∙��Q�M�Zx
� (�

 � is a convergence parameter of the model which is dependent of the number of cracks in 
the experiment [2], � is the number of the inspected discontinuities and the coefficients �	, ��	and �( are linked to variance-covariance matrix. To determine this matrix, it is 
necessary to calculate the information matrix defined by: 

� =
��
��
��
�− �( log ���	( −�( log ���	��� −�( log ���	�
−�( log ���	��� −�( log ����( −�( log �����
−�( log ���	� −�( log ����� −�( log ��( ��

��
��
�
= ��	( �	� �	F�	� ��( ��F�	F ��F �F( �

Q�
 

where � is the likelihood function. So it is possible to calculate the variance-covariance 
matrix of [̂ and �� and the coefficients �	, ��	and �( defined by  

� �	 −��−�� �( � = ��(� ���
�� 1�]�( ��	( + 2[̂�	� + [̂(��(� 1�]�( �[̂����( + ���	� − �	F − [̂��F�1�]�( �[̂����( + ���	� − �	F − [̂��F� 1�]�( ��F( + 2����F + ��(��(� ���

��
Q�
. 
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3.2 Comparison of the bound estimations 

The results between Wald method and bootstrap method are quite similar. These obtained 
by Likelihood method for confidence bound estimation are bigger (Fig. 3 (a)). This 
difference increases for small samples (size 15 elements and 10 elements). 

In order to represent the influence of the sample size, the value of the difference �a	/ab − �a	/b	 is plotted versus the sample size (Fig. 3(b)). The convergence speed is 

around 
�√�. 

 
(a)  

(b) 
Fig. 3: (a) Evolution of the size �a	/ab calculated with the three presented methods and (b) evolution of �a	/ab − �a	/b	 

4 Numerical study of the influent parameters 

4.1 Operator influence 

The operator influence is analysed by using the results obtained with bootstrap method: 
- Input data: for three operators, the values of the signal measured for 42 cracks; 
- Output data obtained by bootstrap: for each operator, an �a	 distribution is 

determined (1000 values of �a	). 
In order to evaluate the influence of the operator, an analysis of variance has been used to 
answer to the issue. 

 
Fig. 4: Results of Analysis of variance for three operators 

Statistically, the operator influences significantly the �a	 determination (risk equals to 0% 
by affirming this). Experimentally, the difference between the three operators is in the 
evaluation uncertainty. 
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4.2 Experimental parameter influence 

4.2.1 Model presentation 

In order to model the Eddy current inspection to study the experimental parameter 
influence, CIVA® software is used. The methodology used to obtain the variability on 
inspection results is based on the uncertainty propagation on the model linked to different 
control parameters. 

The simulated material is Inconel 718 (NC19FeNb) (conductivity � = 0.8	MS.m-1 and 

relative permeability [ = [	 = 4 . 10Q£	H.m-1). The simulated sensor is constituted of 3 
cylindrical coils (2 coils (differential) for the reception and 1 coil for the emission). 
Some tests were done [réf. Papier COFREND] in order to determine that the simulation of 
the Eddy current inspection of bore for the statistical analysis of PoD is done with a manual 
VIM meshing (Volume Integral Method) for the defect and with a calibration on the 
experimental response of the notch of 0.5mm x 0.25 mm. 
 
4.2.2 Results 

- Choice of the most appropriated model: 
In this study, the chosen influent parameters are the air gap and the frequency and the 
characteristic parameter is the flaw size. In our case, the most appropriated model is defined 
by: ln�¥¦A��§� = �		 + ��	 ln�¨©�¨�. ¥¦m!� + �(	 ln��¦©. A�"� + �ª	 ln�@©!«¬!�¨� +  
The adjustment is done with 960 simulations with a variation of crack size between 0.1 mm 
and 1.4 mm, air gap between 0.00 mm and 0.30 mm, frequency between 480 kHz and 520 
kHz. Uniform distributions are used for the variation of air gap and frequency. The adjusted 
model, presented on Fig. 5, is  ln�¥¦A��§� = −5,87 + 1,67 ln�¨©�¨�. ¥¦m!� − 0,42 ln��¦©. A�"� + 1,615 ln�@©!«¬!�¨� 
with R square = 91.3% and standard deviation of the residuals	� = 0.349. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5: (a) representation of the adjusted model and (b) representation of the residual distribution 

- Calculation of the �a	 values: 
For each combination ¦ of simulated paramters, the �a	 correspondant values is defined by 

�a	 = !�" %ma	 ∙ ��� + �ln���:;<&=&>�� − �		 − �(	 ln��¦©. A�"&� − �ª	 ln�@©!«¬!�¨&���� ' 

where ma	 = 1.28155 and ��:;<&=&>� = 25%. The adjusted model with the 960 values is  lnq�90&s = 5.7183 + 0.2537 ∙ ln��¦©. A�"&� − 0.9687. ln�@©!«¬!�¨&�. 
The results for the crack size are �a	/b	 = 0.452 mm and �a	/ab = 0.547 mm. 

- Sensibility analysis: 
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First, the R squares of the linear regression are evaluated: ±( = 99.3%	of the linear 
regression ln��90� vs ln��¦©	A�"� and ±( = 0.4%	 of the linear regression ln��90� vs ln�@©!«¬!�¨�. 
Then, the sensibility indicators are calculated: 

o Air gap: �( × ∆ ln��¦©	A�"&� = 2.587  
o Frequency: �ª × ∆ ln�@©!«¬!�¨&� = −0.077 

Consequently the air gap contributes predominantly to the variability of �a	. By knowing 
this meta-model, it is possible to spread others values of uncertainties (air gap and 
frequency) and calculate the influence on �a	 distribution. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the study of the residual distribution (R² and pvalue defined with test of 
Anderson Darling) and its form versus predicted values allows to automatically select the 
most suitable model with a new numerical tool. 
A comparison between three technics of confidence bound estimation shows that the 
Likelihood method is more sensitive on the sample size. The Wald method, presented in 
Berens works, and the bootstrap method seem to be quite similar. The convergence speed 
between the confidence bound value �a	/ab and the estimated value �a	 is around 1 √�⁄  
according to the asymptotic theory. 
The analysis of the variance applied to the bootstrap method for three operators easily 
shows their statistically influence on the �a	 determination. Innovative applications of a 
meta-model on the simulation results of 960 inspections evaluate the sensibility of the Eddy 
current testing on the air gap variation. This meta-model allows to spread others values of 
uncertainties in order to calculated PoD. 
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